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Abstract

Humor is a universal human emotion, with many proven positive effects. These proven
positive effects are invaluable to a vocal artist in reaching an audience. This document starts with
an introduction to humorous art song. Following this is a critical defense of its inclusion in
modern concert programming by exploring the effective use of humor in entertainment, clinical
psychology, and business.
Specific humorous art song sets are analyzed to validate this repertory as effective and
legitimate. Performance options, text analysis, form, and score analysis were included. In the
first section Craigslistlieder by Gabriel Kahane (2009) and Another Reason I Don’t Keep a Gun
in the House by Tom Cipullo (1998) are explored. The second section introduces a
compositional pattern that I have termed the short pithy song. These songs contrast other
traditional art songs as they are extremely brief. The song sets explored are two collections, 19
Short Songs about Chuck Norris by David Harned Johnson (2016) and “Do you sing, Mr.
Twain?” by Gordon Myers (1999). This study is informed through direct score analysis, online
interviews, literature review, video performance analysis, and a phone interview with Dr. David
Harned Johnson.
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Introduction
The art song recital is the canvas on which many vocal artists present their work. It is a
pervasive medium, second only to opera in its ubiquity among classical vocal artists. Before the
planning phase of the recital, the medium is, in essence, a blank slate. The onus of emotion,
storytelling, entertainment, and the art of the art song recital are on the singer, pianist, and
concert programmer. The singer and programmer are equipped with a different level of creative
liberty to choose how songs are presented and, therefore, fill the time with a brand-new narrative.
Therefore, when programming a compelling vocal recital, one must be cognizant of guiding the
audience on a varied emotional experience. Modern voice recitals often feature music from a
diverse range of historical periods, languages, subject matter, harmonic, and tonal construction,
yet do not always consider the variance of emotionality and overall pathos of the full concert.
The possibilities presented to a vocal artist in a voice recital are numerous, yet the solo song
recital struggles:
The decline of the solo song recital is attributable to many factors. In recent years, the
music profession has not lived up to what audiences have expected. Too frequently,
recitals are musically skilled and sophisticated, but dramatically haphazard and
amateurish. Lacking entertainment value, such recitals do not compete successfully with
other twentieth-century forces and trends.1
Continued, “simple boredom [is] one of the strongest reasons for the decline of the song
recital.”2
Simple boredom as a reason for the suffering vocal recital attendance does not give a
complete picture of why the vocal art recital struggles. A solo classical vocalist cannot always

1

Shirlee Emmons and Stanley Sonntag, The Art of the Song Recital (Long Grove: Waveland Press, 2002),

2

Ibid, 5.

3.

1

compete with the sheer entertainment or production of various other media. To combat the
struggle of the modern art song recital, understanding the role of the twenty-first-century
classical singer is of utmost importance. Modern classical singers are not simply entertainers.
Through the songs they choose and perform, they are tasked to bring depth, intellect, historical
education, clever cultural insight, and universal art to an audience.3 A singer equipped with this
can be more effective and can begin combatting this perceived boredom by programming
material that might appeal to modern audiences. One could include the use of modern poetry or
songs involving material from the current period, choosing selections in the audience’s language,
or varying the emotionality of the concert. If a singer can select music that meets several of these
criteria, then there is a better chance to connect with the audience more effectively. Traditional
vocal art song recitals featuring traditional art songs hold distinction in the field of singing, but a
critical look at expanding the repertory could pay dividends in the future. One such way is to
perform humorous art songs.

3

Emmons and Sonntag, The Art of the Song Recital, 5.
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PART 1: THE HUMOROUS ART SONG
The Case for Comedy
The humorous art song is a small subcategory of the art song repertory in which the
purpose of the song or song set is to elicit laughter. Popular examples of humorous art songs
include The Green Dog by Herbert Kingsley or I Bought Me a Cat by Aaron Copland: further
examples will be provided and discussed in later chapters. Humor is a universal human emotion,
with proven positive effects on relational building,4 effective communication,5 perception of
human connection,6 trust-building,7 reduction of status differentials,8 building of credibility,9
increased persuasiveness,10 increased likeability of the humorist,11 the triggering of new

4

Giselinde Kuiper and Kate Simmons, Good Humor, Bad Taste: A Sociology of the Joke (Boston: De
Gruyter Mouton, 2015), 1.
5

David Stauffer, ”Let the Good Times Roll: Building a Fun Culture,” Harvard Management Update, no.
U9910B (1999): 1-3.
6

Jane E. Warren, “Positive Emotions Preferentially Engage an Auditory-Motor ‘Mirror’ System,” The
Journal of Neuroscience 26, no. 50 (Dec. 2006): 13067-13075.
7

Robert A. Vartebedian, “Humor in the Workplace: A Communication Challenge,” (presentation, Speech
Communication Association, November 1993).
8

Shaul Fox, ”The power of emotional appeals in promoting organizational change programs,” Academy of
Management Executive 15, no. 4 (Nov. 1, 2001).
9

Arnie Cann, ”Positive and Negative Styles of Humor in Communication,” Communication Quarterly 57,
no. 4 (October 2009): 452-468.
10

Mike Kerr, ”Humor at Work: Putting Mimes to Good Use,” Inspiring Workplaces Issue 521 (January

2014).
11

Cheri Ellis Campbell, ”Does Humor Use Enhance Speaker Ethos? Or Doesn’t It?” (presentation,
Association for Applied and Therapeutic Humor, April 2012).
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connections,12 and the increase of overall happiness.13 All of these proven positive effects are
invaluable to a vocal artist in reaching their audience.
Comedy is ubiquitous in modern entertainment and impacts American culture greatly.
Comedian actors are among the most recognized figures in entertainment. Pure stand-up comedy
is now a viable career option, complete with educational programs such as USC’s Comedy
Program in their School for Cinematic Arts.14 Further, top comedians are highly paid with some
yearly salaries eclipsing over 50 million dollars with several comedians net worth far exceeding
100 million dollars.15 More specifically, there is a sub-genre of successful stand-up comics who
perform primarily humorous songs for a living.16 Many humorous song comedians are
financially successful, with Flight of the Conchords and Tom Lehrer topping over six to seven
million dollars public net worth respectively.17 Though finances and popularity are not the only
markers of success in singers, these comics’ popularity cannot be ignored. This reflects, in small
part, that humorous songs have great utility in reaching audiences and that many are interested
and entertained by that medium.

12

Alice M. Isen, “Positive affect facilitates creative problem solving” Journal of Personality and Social
Psychology 52, no. 6 (June 1987): 1122-1131.
13

Martha Craumer, “Getting Serious About Workplace Humor” Harvard Management Communication
Letter, no. C0207D (2002).
14

“USC Cinematic Arts: USC Comedy,” USC Cinematic Arts, accessed March 1, 2021,
https://cinema.usc.edu/comedy/.
15

Emmy Wallin, “The 30 Richest Comedians in the World,” Wealthy Gorilla, accessed February 1, 2021,
https://wealthygorilla.com/top-20-richest-comedians-world/.
16

“Tenacious D,” YouTube, accessed March 1, 2021, https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHUobgd_TrFNnxuphSnbeQ.
17

Wallin, “The 30 Richest Comedians in the World.”
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The concept of humor recognized as art is common within modern society. Joking and
humor are studied critically, and findings often provide insight into why humor may indeed play
an essential role in the future success of the art song form. Despite possible social obstacles,
humor and joking are common social interactions and are the bedrock of forming meaningful
relationships.
The importance of a shared sense of humor is made obvious by its absence. It is
impossible to build a relationship with someone who never makes you laugh, who never
laughs at your jokes or, even worse, who tries really hard to be funny but consistently
makes the wrong jokes. Few things are more painful than an attempt at humor that is not
appreciated by those listening.18
Further, in psychological studies, humor has been explored as particularly effective. In
the sometimes serious nature of the health field, humor is not prevalently used: “Doctors do not
want to appear frivolous and flippant, especially with people they do not know.” 19 Yet, humor
has been advocated by multiple professional sources, and studies have found that comedy in a
therapy session can create “a more relaxed atmosphere and help break down barriers, ...convey
the message that the therapist is humane, ...build trust and empathy [when] used appropriately,
...convey messages succinctly and effectively, ...encourages communication on sensitive matters,
...can help overcome a stiff and formal communication style, ...[and] “can facilitate the action out
of feelings or impulses in a safe, non-threatening way.”20 The use of humor in medicine was
even explored in the 1998 movie Patch Adams, which tells the true story of Dr. Hunter Adams,

18

Kuiper and Simmons, Good Humor, Bad Taste, 2.
G. Swaminath, “‘Joke’s A Part’: In Defence of Humour,” Indian Journal of Psychiatry 48, no. 3 (JulySep 2006): pp. 177-280.
19

20

Ibid, 178.
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the head of the Gesundheit! Institute Home foundation. Dr. Adams famously used comedy
alongside modern medicine to frequently successful ends, albeit under much scrutiny.21
These insights from the field of psychology also apply to the field of music. Many vocal
artists, like physicians, may want to exhibit professional behavior and not appear disrespectful or
flippant. Nevertheless, the potential benefits are difficult to ignore, namely to a vocalist who has
a short time to endear him or herself to an audience. That humor could “convey messages
succinctly and effectively”22 suggests that humorous art songs could be used effectively in
concert time management. Further, humor can help “overcome a stiff and formal communication
style.”23 It also helps promote a “relaxed atmosphere and help[s] break down barriers”24 which
could be an effective tool for a vocalist in breaking pre-conceived barriers in audience members
who do not regularly attend vocal art concerts. Finally, the ability for humor to “encourage
communication on sensitive matters,”25 is useful to an artist seeking to cleverly depict sensitive
topics in the pursuit of pertinent and effective art. As an artist whose aim is to possibly share
hope and give momentary respite from the difficulties of an audience members’ life:
We are defenseless without humor. If we fail to see the irony in our circumstances, the
situation may appear dispiriting. Laughter is a way of “thumbing one’s nose” at the
inescapable and incomprehensible vagaries of existence and declaring, “I choose to rise
above this. I choose to meet life head on.” Laughter is freedom.26

21

“Patch Adams,” Gesundheit! Institute, (2021) https://www.patchadams.org/patch-adams/.

22

G. Swaminath, “‘Joke’s A Part’: In Defence of Humour,” 180.

23

Ibid, 180.

24

Ibid, 181.

25

Ibid.

26

Ibid, 182.
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Counter to Comedic Art Song
The regular inclusion of humor and comedy within vocal concert art may be met with
criticism for several reasons. A possible first argument would be that it is not a part of the
standard repertory. Therefore, it does not pass the time-tested aesthetic definition that many
singers choose to employ.27 This argument is strong, especially to vocal pedagogues and
professional vocalists whose partial responsibility is to advocate on behalf of the established
repertory, introduce modern audiences and the next generation to the masterworks of the past,
and educate students and the public on why a piece is considered masterful.
Comedy in art music is becoming more time-tested with each passing year. The
humorous art song selections to be discussed were predominantly written in the twentieth and
twenty-first century. Examples of this can be seen in the careers of comedians Tom Lehrer and
Victor Borge throughout 1950-1980, and Weird Al Yankovic in the 1990s. The adoption of
comedy in the future of art song performance may continue to have appeal, as comedic song has
had appeal throughout a long period of American entertainment.
A second counterargument could be that humor is plebeian, vapid, or inappropriate for
the vocal concert setting. Pedagogues and concert programmers are often concerned with vocal
art concert etiquette and tradition. To many, this is a very worthwhile pursuit. To others, there
must be a definitive distinction between art forms, for instance in the juxtaposition of art music
and commercial music.28 A modern purveyor of art music needs to employ the intellect alongside
human emotion to fully listen, perform, and appreciate art music. Commercial music, as a
counter, is often seen then as popular and entertaining, appealing to the masses. There is explicit

27

Carol Kimball, Song: A Guide to Art Song Style and Literature (Milwaukee: Hal Leonard, 2006), 2.

28

Ronald Pen, Introduction to Music (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1992), 15.
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and purposeful destruction of barriers so that most people can enjoy and understand the material
without the need for formal musical education. The music is often repetitive and straightforward,
with little harmonic development, namely in songs in a modified strophic form.29 It is music
intended to stimulate the emotion, without always needing to stimulate the intellect. The
ideologies that separate commercial music and art music are seemingly contradictory. One could
even argue that once those lines between the art and style forms decay, so too does the
effectiveness of each style.
The counterargument is that once those lines decay, new lines, opportunities, and
audiences appear. Art music may begin to borrow aspects of commercial music and possibly
appeal to a larger audience. In contrast, commercial music might continue to borrow from art
music in its clever presentation and musical complexity. This process has already begun, as
extravagant recording studios for classical singers often featuring post-recording editing have
become necessary to continue to spread high-quality operatic performances to a broader audience
via modern digital media. Also, styles are emerging in popular music that employs advanced
techniques from art composers. This can be seen in the emergence of musical sub-genres like
math rock (a style featuring stark time signature changes)30 and advanced harmonic palettes in
many subgenres surrounding jazz (free improvisation, mirror harmonies and the quartal and
quintal harmonies present in the music of Coltrane and Miles Davis.)31 Even use of serialism has

29

Pen, Introduction to Music, 15.

30

“Post-Rock Move aside, Math-Rock Is the Old Cool, New in India, Even Though We Might Be Late to
It. Also, Meet Nihal Anand.,” RSJ Online, (July 7, 2020), accessed January 4, 2021.
https://www.rsjonline.com/features/post-rock-move-aside-math-rock-is-the-old-cool-new-in-india-even-though-wemight-be-late-to-it-also-meet-nihal-anand.html.
31

Robert Rawlins and Nor Eddine Bahha, Jazzology: The Encyclopedia of Jazz Theory for All Musicians
(Milwaukee: Hal Leonard Corporation, 2005), 23.
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emerged in commercial songs, for example “woR” by the band color and talea and “Balloon
Song” by Jaco Pastorius. The landscape of music is changing as technology and Western culture
change. Stewards of the classical art forms may have to consider those changes and to what
degrees they will embrace or oppose those changes. A simple start might be in the presentation
of new material. What might be most effective is material that is definitively in art music style,
with high musical demands and high levels of consideration and thought put into their creation
but features modern culturally relevant text with less intrinsic barriers. The presentation of
humorous art songs could be a simple start.

9

Craigslistlieder (2009)
Craigslistlieder is a song cycle written by Gabriel Kahane, published in 2009. It features
eight total pieces, the first seven of which are written in a through-composed art song style, while
the eighth, entitled Opera Scene, is written in a six-part recitative and aria style. The text is a
collection of anonymous Craigslist ads. The use of the text from craigslist.org is ironic, as it is
very deliberately counter to the text sources of art song in other historical genres, which often
used high-art sources in poetry.1 Many selections are dark and adult-oriented comedically.
Craigslistlieder is popular and frequently performed, even being considered a part of the
standard repertoire of famous American soprano Audra McDonald.2 It is often praised for to its
“genre-bending” nature.3
Gabriel Kahane is a modern American composer, singer, and songwriter based in New
York City. Born in 1981, Kahane found success early in his career, in part from the publishing of
Craigslistlieder.4 His work is a prominent example of art music and commercial music
combined. Kahane is equally versed in traditional art modalities of performance and in more
modern styles, having been featured with a myriad of bands and performers, including Sufjan
Stevens and Rufus Wainwright. He is also sought after as a musical theater composer, a genre for
which he was named a Musical Theater Fellow in 2008.5 Kahane has stated that he either starts

1

“Gabriel Kahane Biography,” Gabriel Kahane (2021), accessed January 6, 2021,
https://gabrielkahane.tumblr.com/bio.
2

Ibid.

3

Anne Midgette, “Gabriel Kahane, a Genre Bender Musician,” The Washington Post (March 29, 2013),
https://www.washingtonpost.com/entertainment/music/gabriel-kahane-a-genre-bender-musician
/2013/03/28/e06db746-96f7-11e2-814b-063623d80a60_story.html.
4

Midgette, “Gabriel Kahane, a Genre Bender Musician.”

5

Ibid.
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with a textual basis or chooses a certain etude that then grounds his pieces. Both of these
composition styles are evident in Craigslistlieder, as some specific pieces repeat rhythmic and
melodic motives or “etudes,” whereas others seem to simply reflect the text.6 Kahane also stated
when writing Craigslistlieder, that it was the required “level of detail” that interested him.
Kahane is a versatile composer and performer, having performed and written music in many
varying styles and genres.7
Craigslistlieder is an example of music that mirrors its composer: just as comfortably
heard in “august concert halls and dirty bars alike.”8 This is reflected in the dichotomous nature
that thematically grounds this work. It displays high musical art in its harmonic structure,
virtuosic singing requirements, form choices, chromatic and disjunct melody lines and overall
advanced twentieth-century tonality. However, it is approachable and unsophisticated in the
poetry, vulgarity, and choice to use an oft-maligned yet ubiquitous website as craigslist.org as its
textual basis.
The first piece in Craigslistlieder is “You Looked Sexy.” The title of the piece reflects
the initial sentence of the featured craigslist ad, “You looked sexy, even though you were having
a seizure.”9 Instantly, the identity and tone of the entire song cycle is established. The dark
comedy is shared alongside the overall sonic quality. The harmony is not a simple traditional
progression, and the melody is non-diatonic with use of chromaticism. See Figure 1.1 for a
musical example.

6

“GABRIEL KAHANE- Speaks about Composing and His Works,” YouTube (Classical Chops, 2012),
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sm9vvxBbFsQ&t=72s.
7

Ibid.

8

Midgette, “Gabriel Kahane, a Genre Bender Musician.”

9

Gabriel Kahane, Craigslistlieder (Magdeburg, Germany: Magdeburg Music, 2009).
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Figure 1.1 “You Looked Sexy” mm. 1-5
The rest of the piece follows in the same manner, staying relatively within the same
tempo, though a higher vocal register is explored alongside a more disjunct vocal line. It is
separated by a fermata on a secundal cluster chord after the text, “while that old man put his
wallet in your mouth” after outlining the singer’s encounter with the young woman who had the
seizure. After the fermata, the opening musical theme repeats, followed by the final text and the
punchline of the musical joke, “let’s get together when you’re feeling a little less woozy”. See
Figure 1.2

Figure 1.2 Ending of “You Looked Sexy” mm. 19-26
This first piece establishes the rest of the song cycle by providing the twentieth-century
non-diatonicism that will pervade the rest of the work and introduce the audience to the type of
text material to expect. This piece reflects the story of a young man in a “blue shirt”, who,
despite watching a woman have a seizure in a local Walgreens, is still interested in dating her.
12

This Craigslist text was likely taken from the “Missed Connections” section of the website, a
section of craigslist.org that features posts from individuals who may have had a perceived
interaction with someone in public but did not establish direct communications. Individuals post
their “missed connection” story, hoping that the other party sees it and responds. This section of
craigslist.org is often seen with high scrutiny and skepticism for the individuals with the
delusions of connection that may or may not have ever existed. To choose it as a textual basis of
high art song music is truly a venture from the norm and distinctly why “You Looked Sexy” is
an effective opening piece for this comedic art song set.
The next piece in Craigslistlieder is entitled “I’m Sorry.” This piece introduces a
roommate who, as a first-person narrator character, apologizes alongside justifying
“masturbating on his roommate’s Ikea catalog”. The piece begins with cluster, secundal chords,
which open the piece with high levels of musical tension. Kahane’s directions are also clearly
marked, not only through the tempo marking of impetuoso but also in the composer’s directions
that “each of the initial ‘I’m Sorrys’ should privilege acting choices over the notated rhythm.”10
Kahane not only foreshadows the text to come but also creates the sonic atmosphere of the
character that is relaying the “I’m Sorrys.” Kahane masterfully sets up the drama of this piece by
not revealing the reason for the “I’m Sorrys” until measure 37. The justification for the narrator’s
lewd action appears on a chromatic melody line that was introduced earlier in the song under the
composer’s direction of giocoso, after the text of “but, dude, have you seen page fifty-six?” Not
only is this clever in providing a faux “swooning” sound but also possibly alluding to the “sad
trombone” or “wah-wah” sound effect and the connotations tied to that sound. See Figure 1.3 for
musical example and figure 1.4 for sad trombone sound effect.
10

Gabriel Kahane. Craigslistlieder, (Germany: Magdeburg Music, 2009).
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Figure 1.3 Chromatic line on “page fifty-six?” mm. 59-63

Figure 1.4 Example of notated “Sad Trombone Sound Effect”
The more profound allusions and cultural knowledge that Kahane exhibits in this piece
help to effectively communicate the humor but is also what helps to make this piece very
effective. The first-person speaker, or the perpetrator trying to justify his lewd actions, represents
a deeper stock character type. Kahane effectively presents a modern version of the Zanni or Il
Capitano stock character—a side stock character known for his incompetence, overconfidence,
buffoonery, and overall dim-wittedness. Modern takes of this character are that of the “frat-bro”
the jock or the loser roommate, which is the reflection of the narrator of “I’m Sorry.” This piece
playing on stock character types is what makes it effective. Stock characters borrow stereotypes
that help unite an audience’s understanding of what type of person is on the stage in a particular
scene. 11 In this piece, is an inappropriate buffoon trying to explain the reason for his roommate’s

11

Nino Pirrotta, “‘Commedia dell’ Arte and Opera,” The Musical Quarterly 41, no. 3 (July 1955): 305-24.
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lewd discovery. A modern audience member can connect to this piece because many people
recognize this buffoon and have a vivid picture of a modern version of this stock character in
their mind. See figure 1.5 for musical example.

Figure 1.5 “But dude! But dude, but dude,” mm. 55-57
“Half a Box of Condoms” is the next piece in Craigslistlieder. This is an example of how
a comedic composer can instantly set a piece’s tone and establish the entire comedic punchline
with a clever title. Curiously, the word “condom” is never actually shared, just the heavy
implication of its connoted use and a euphemistic description of “5 blue foil squares!” Without
knowledge of the title, the comedy would be far less effective. Of all things to post on
consignment sale, it would seem that a half a box of condoms is an unlikely item of purchase.
This would ignite many people’s curiosity as to why a person would post half a box of condoms
for resale, which is likely why Kahane chose to explore the advertisement. Fortunately, on
craigslist.org, all posted sale items have a description box stating the item’s current condition and
reason for sale. Entitling this piece “Half a Box of Condoms” plays a similar effect on the
audience. Reading the title before listening to the piece should ignite curiosity.
The piece’s text is a beautiful soliloquy of a man reflecting on the nights on which
he used the first half of the box of condoms. He reflects on the purchasing of the box and
15

“optimism of buying a box of twelve” alongside calling them “old friends.” He uses poetic prose,
creating an atmosphere of pseudo-romance but reflecting on the “butterflies in the stomach, on
the night of their unveiling.” He then reflects the conundrum and reason for posting: the
condoms “now sit abandoned, soon to expire,” so they now must work against a “timeline for
final deployment: November 2006.”
His choice of words is similarly dichotomous to the whole of Craigslistlieder. The
natural expectation of the craigslist post is simple language, colloquial and banal. The opposite is
presented: a poetic recounting of a forlorn poet’s happier past faced with an impending
countdown to expiration. Kahane’s selection of this text lampoons the serious nature of poetic
works in art song, often that outline similar forlorn pasts of poets who recount their lost love.
This is a possible allusion to poets like Heinrich Heine and Schumann’s song cycle Dichterliebe,
where the complete story of lost love is recounted.
Musically, Kahane uses light thematic allusion, a slowed tempo, and thicker homophony
to create an air of pseudo-Romanticism. Kahane deftly places a small rhythmic and melodic
motif in measures 4-7 that lightly resembles the sweeping melodies of high Romanticism. It is
written in a minor modality, though, using the melody and rhythm to allude to the Romantic era
but creating a seeming mock-serious air in minor instead. See Figure 1.6 for a musical example.
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Figure 1.6 Opening theme from “Half a Box of Condoms” mm. 1-8

This piece is sectionalized by repeated text. Kahane’s choice to write through-composed
quasi-recitative sections juxtaposed to sections that has repeated text helps to build to a larger
climax in measure 33. The text here is also “the butterflies in the stomach, on the night of your
unveiling!” As a triumphant moment for the owner of the box of condoms. The high romanticism
is noticeable here, and the accompaniment swells and becomes homophonically dense, with
repeated eighth notes. As soon as the climax swells, Kahane drops the dynamic level to execute
the forlorn nature of the poet, softly writing a simple chordal accompaniment on a single-note
monotone melody over the text “now you sit abandoned, soon to expire.” See Figure 1.7 for a
musical example.
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Figure 1.7 “Now you sit abandoned, soon to expire” on monotone melody, mm. 37-38
In the following sections the music becomes simpler as the text states the “task” that must
be completed, in which the last “five blue foil squares” must be “deployed” before their
expiration date. The piece ends with a quiet recanting by the singer in a high register of “I
remember you well, the night of your unveiling…”
The next piece in the set is entitled “Neurotic and Lonely” and is one of the more widely
recognized individual pieces from Craigslistlieder. The text is from a craigslist.org community
posting, in which people often post job needs, dating desires, or request assistance with specific
tasks. In the selected text, a “20-year-old neurotic and lonely,” “average height,” with “slightly
disproportionate eyes,” with a “brown curly Jewfro hair,” who is “slightly hunched,”
“occasionally employed,” “chain-smoking Jewish” person, “living with parents” who is “off
from school to deal with emotional problems” is looking for a “gorgeous,” “artsy,” “genius
woman” who is “interested in philosophical discourse,” “making out,” “television,” “Woody
Allen movies,” “Thelonious Monk,” the “Nazis,” “Chinese food,” “Thomas Pynchon.” This
woman “must enjoy video games and must own a video game system,” because the 20-yearold’s parents “refuse to buy one for me.” The charm and comedy of this piece is rooted in the
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unbending honesty of the person who posted it and the absurd delusion that a person with such a
list of issues could realistically find and date the woman they are seeking.
Kahane sets this text carefully, selecting moments to repeat text, using an etude-like
rhythmic and melodic motive to ground the piece. He breaks these etudes interjecting the short
exclamations of “DIGESTIVE DISORDERS!” as if forgetting to mention those disorders in the
original list of quirks. Other interjections include “NO UGG BOOTS, NO LONG ISLAND,”
Kahane repeats text for emphasis. The repeated phrase and accompanying musical motif of
“Neurotic and Lonely” (See figure 1.8 for musical example) and repeated text in the section that
outlines the requirements that the reader to play video games and the need to own a video game
system because the writer’s parents wouldn’t buy one (m. 68-86). See figure 1.9 for musical
example.

Figure 1.8

“Neurotic and lonely” m.1
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Figure 1.9 “My parents refuse to buy one for me” mm. 76-85
The video game section gets louder on the text “my parents refuse to buy one for me.”
This repetition creates an air of anger that erupts at the end of the section. If a listener were
sympathetic, the depiction set by Kahane showing the singer boiling in anger over the parents’
refusal to buy them the video game system might change the listener’s conclusion. The piece
ends with a torrid repetition of the text “neurotic and lonely,” until it devolves to just “neurotic,”
repeated as if the writer is mumbling hurriedly and in a craze in a climactic ending. See figure
1.10 for musical example.
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Figure 1.10 “Neurotic and Lonely” climactic ending, mm. 97-103
Since “Today I met…” has shorter text then any of the other songs in Craigslistlieder
Kahane employs far more repetition, an elongated melody for the singer, and sectional
accompaniment change to bring this story of meeting God’s messenger selling “M&M’s on the F
Train” to life. Almost every text is an incomplete sentence, repeated multiple times, as if a
person is stammering. For instance, the singer must sing “Today I met…Today I met…Today I
met the messenger of God,” or “He was selling, he was selling, he was selling M&M’s on the F
Train.” This not only drives the drama forward, but also gives a possible framework of the
character behind the Craigslist post. The melody of the following words, as “M & M’s, M
ampersand M’s, M ampersand M’s ampersand God” is elongated to depict the grandiosity of the
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claim, as well as to enunciate the importance of the post. The piece ends with “the messenger of
God” selling the M&M’s, which transforms to “God” himself “selling the M&M’s on the F
Train.” See figure 1.11 for musical example.

Figure 1.11 “M ampersand M’s ampersand God” mm. 30-31

Musically, Kahane employs harmonic tension using secundal chords alongside atonal
elements to give the song a constant forward movement. There are very little to no complete
traceable cadences, as the entire piece is through-composed. This gives the piece a seeming
feeling of discomfort and abnormality, as listeners never get a chance to relax harmonically. This
could be a reference to the fanatical or unstable nature of the original writer. Though the melodic
structure might be heavily atonal, the rhythmic etude-like patterns give the piece a sense of
repetition and distinctiveness.
The most harmonically traditional and tonically grounded piece in the entire set is “For
Trade: Assless Chaps.” This is another example of Kahane sparking the audience’s interest and
punctuating the joke simultaneously by cleverly naming the piece something shocking. The
writer of the text is looking to “trade” his slightly used, “size forty-two,” “assless chaps” that are
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in “perfect condition” with “barely noticeable stickiness.” The writer then states that he would
like to trade the chaps for Spiderman comics. The humor present is slightly different from the
other pieces as it aims to shock and trigger disgust from the readers and listeners.
Kahane sets the text in a simple and recognizable triple meter, akin to a Viennese waltz.
He also expresses in the accompaniment the direction “jocular and fun!” (See figure 1.12 for
musical example). This is a far venture from the other pieces in the set, as it is a piece that is
predominantly diatonic, where several tonal centers can be heard. Kahane’s presentation of the
text is not dark or twisted, but is instead a tone of jollity and absurdity in the oddness of the trade
request. The quirkiness of the piece is brought out with the simplicity of the accompaniment, as
the writer is likely harmless with his trade request but woefully ignorant of the disgusting
implications surrounding it. The inclusion of the adjectives of the chaps having “barely
noticeable stickiness” and the trade value for them being “Spiderman comics or equivalent”
makes this piece unique in its absurdity: what constitutes “stickiness?” what is the “equivalent”
value of a specific Spiderman comic? Kahane sets the text simply, as though a person is stating
the trade conditions in prose. The harmony is a simple and recognizable triple pattern that gives
the piece an air of harmlessness.

Figure 1.12 Opening measures of “For Trade: Assless Chaps” mm. 1-6
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The seventh piece of Craigslistlieder is entitled “Two Years Ago, My sister and I (some
dipshit through [sic] out my bottle.” This piece is about a person seeking the help of the
Craigslist community because “some dipshit through (sic)” out her bottle of a “kind of sandwich
relish” that was “like that but so much more” and she is likely looking to replace the bottle.
Kahane shows his range of compositional skill and “genre-bending” style, as it is written in the
score to perform the piece “in the spirit of an early 90’s power ballad, tempo inching forward as
it goes.” See figure 1.13 for musical example.

Figure 1.13 Tempo Marking and mm. 1-2 of “Two Years Ago, My sister and I…”
Kahane employs repetition again in this piece. Instead of the repetition serving to build
drama or create a character, the repetition seems more directed to be sung in a commercial
styling, as many commercial singers repeat lines as a part of the style or genre. The difference is
evident, as previous examples did not feature repeating melodic material but featured repeating
rhythmic motives. In “Two Years Ago, my sister and I” the music is an exact repetition, often
jumping octaves, and in some performances of Craigslistlieder, audience participants sing the
echoed octave lines.12 See figure 1.14 for musical example.

12

TheFabLadySings, “Craigslistlieder: VII. Two Years Ago,” YouTube (YouTube, October 1, 2014),
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pwPx5PUZQjk.
This performance video is an example of audience participation used during “Two Years Ago.”
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Figure 1.14 Repeated Melody Jumping Octaves, mm. 25-28
This piece is far more diatonic and does not have the same atonalism that is found in
previous pieces. It is another reflection of Kahane’s interest in commercial music types. Even
without the explicit directions to perform as an “early 90s power ballad,” the music has typical
music theater stylings of eighth notes with a tie on the and of the fourth beat, as well as other
standard musical theater and commercial music rhythmic motives. The melody uses common
tropes of musical theater styling, with its elongated singing on the raised seventh, commercial
melodic ornamentation, and the aforementioned melodic repetition. See figure 1.15 and 1.16 for
musical examples. With the oddity of the story, surrounded by the blatant vulgarity behind the
frustrated writer whose sauce was thrown away, how the piece is written gives it further
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distinction from the other pieces in the total work.

Figure 1.15 Commercial Music Rhythmic Stylings ending on a raised 7th, mm. 4-6

Figure 1.16 Common Commercial Music Ornamentation, mm. 44-45
The eighth and final piece of Craigslistlieder is “Opera Scene.” The entire piece is a 6part work, in alternating recitative and aria style. This piece stands again in stark contrast to the
previous pieces namely due to the form of the piece and the manner in which Kahane chooses to
present the craiglist.org advertisement. There is nothing explicitly operatic about the text. The
title, form, and intended dramatization of the text is what makes it an “opera scene.” Similar to
operatic compositions, the recitative carries much of the narrative forward, while the aria
sections slow the narration but expand upon musical elements. The comic elements come from
the oddity of the subject matter in the text.
The text of the piece is a simple letter addressed to “potential roommates.” The text was
likely found from a housing post on craigslist.org, where individuals or companies post room
availabilities to possibly find available tenants. The piece begins fairly straightforwardly: the text
of the first recitative section is the opening of the craigslist.org post where the writer addresses
the typical questions a future tenant would ask. The writer outlines the living arrangement, the
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location, and price of the rental. It is at the end of this section that the comic material is
introduced as it ends with the statement “You may be wondering why the price is so low. Well
here’s the twist, I’m twenty-five with a light social problem which to some makes me an
undesirable roommate…” This is where Kahane sets up the entire narrative structure and builds
drama—all audience members already have an expectation of comic material due to the previous
pieces in this song cycle, and many listeners at this point are simply waiting for the punchline or
possible atypical oddity that makes this piece unique. The text is set in a typical secco recitative
style until the text “well here’s the twist,” where Kahane then twists the harmony into more of an
atonal harmonic and melodic secco recitative. This brings out and helps prepare for the rest of
the song. See figure 1.17 for musical example.

Figure 1.17 Non-diatonic Harmonies on the “twist” text, mm. 18-20
Kahane willingly obliges the comic oddity by continuing the letter and starting the first
aria section. The text and meaning of what makes the writer an “undesirable roommate” is that “I
have a compulsion to put ice cubes down people’s shirts.” This is repeated several times until the
next section in a different key continues describing the mental health issue. The writer states,
“As my roommate you will likely bear the brunt of this problem. Don’t ask me to explain why I
do this, it’s a psychological issue and years of therapy haven’t helped my compulsion, to put ice
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cubes down people’s shirts.”13 The melodic material is similarly atonal to previous pieces in the
set, though fairly conjunct. The harmonic and rhythmic material in this section is relatively
stable. It is written as a triplet arpeggiated etude, as it repeats similar rhythmic patterns in the
bulk of the section. It is a fairly atonal harmony through the consistent triple meter with only
slight meter changes, so the tempo and beat remain consistent throughout the entire section,
stabilizing the piece. See figure 1.18 for musical example.

Figure 1.18 Opening ostinato pattern of the first aria section, mm. 23-24

The third section is a recitative that elaborates on the condition introduced in the first
aria: “Let me emphasize: it will not go further than the ices cubes; I am not abusive or perverted,
and I will never make lewd comments or touch you inappropriately. I do not drop heavy or hot
steaming objects down people’s shirts. Only ice cubes.” The delusion and honesty of the writer
are likely the endearing quality that inspired Kahane to set this text to music. This is evident in
this section, as the material presented is not as vulgar as other potential craigslist.org posts could
be; the comedy is simply in the absolute random nature of this eccentric compulsion. In this
section, the condition is not only elaborated but almost justified. The writer is trying to endear
themselves to the reader by being wholly forthright and stating the total condition. The recitative
is in again in typical secco recitative style, with block half- and whole-note chords written in the

13

Text from “Opera Scene,” Craigslistlieder.
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accompaniment as the singer sings the prose of the letter. It builds with a small sequence on “I
do not drop heavy or hot, steaming objects down people’s shirts” and then slows the cadence to
create a declamatory statement “Only ice cubes.”
The following aria starts in a slower tempo, in a common twentieth-century atonal
style, in a 5/4 meter. The tempo is slowed to 72 beats per minute, with the dolce direction written
in the accompaniment. The possible intention behind this slowing and the dolce direction could
be to further endear the reader to the craigslist post author and not completely disregard the
author’s need for a roommate. A melismatic arpeggio is written on the word “ice,” giving the
piece an aria-styling while also giving the singer a melodic opportunity to seduce the listener
with seeming mock innocence. See figure 1.19 for musical example.
The aria is broken into sections as the narration continues. In the B section, the writer
states, “your bedroom door has a sturdy lock, so you’ll be secure while sleeping. Ditto for the
bathroom…I may turn the doorknob…but a stern word is enough to send me on my way.”
Kahane sets this text to a lighthearted major modality in 4/4 so that the text may be sung with the
same mock-innocence the writer is trying to convey in the post. Kahane also speeds up the
rhythmic cadence on “I may turn the doorknob,” as to reflect the writer trying to quickly move
through the risks that are possible if a tenant were to move in. He then slows the cadence again
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Figure 1.19 Melismatic “Ice” text in the second aria section, mm. 96-97
on a “stern word is enough to send me away,” as to again bring back the innocence the writer is
trying to portray. The aria continues, moving back into the original tempo and 5|4 meter, as it
outlines possible questions a future roommate may have. These questions namely answer typical
attempts to stop the “ice cubes going down [their] shirts” with an anecdote—the writer would
simply “buy more” ice trays if they are thrown away as they have in the past: “Trust me, I’ve
tried this as have various roommates.” Kahane sets the text “I will only buy more” and repeats it
to the end of the section to possibly re-emphasize that this is a problem that is not fixable but
must be endured by any future roommates. Kahane speeds up the tempo and rhythmic motion on
the text “trust me,” continued to the end of the aria section. This possibly reflects the frustration
that any roommate would try to stop the problem and declamation that this problem is unfixable.
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The section ends with rhythmic augmentation in the vocal line. See figure 1.20 for a musical
example.

Figure 1.20 Rythmic augmentation, mm 121-127
The following section is the final recitative, again in secco recitative style. The writer
reflects that “on frequent occasions, I have been known to follow someone onto the street to put
an ice cube down their shirt. Once, I showed up at a roommate’s place of business, however this
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was a wake-up call, and I can assure you it’s something I may not repeat.” The writer continues
with complete honesty, using a slight level of admission that she completely understands why
this compulsion might be a problem. Kahane sets this text cleverly using quickened rhythmic
motives to move through sections of admittance by the writer and slows the text rhythm in places
where the writer is seeking ingratiation. Kahane slows the rhythm down ultimately on the word
“annoying,” writing a melodically grating chromatic line on the word and ends with an acapella
“I think that covers it” on a monotone repeated note as a final statement. See figure 1.21 for
musical example.

Figure 1.21 End of the final recitative section, mm. 144-146
The final aria, or finale as Kahane titles it, begins in the same tempo as the previous aria.
The text reflects the sadness the writer feels about the current roommate leaving to “move in
with her boyfriend.” The sadness might be because they “had a successful relationship for one
year,” which is likely a long period to retain a roommate. The writer reflects that this particular
roommate even liked the ice cubes, especially in the “summer months, which can become quite
hot.” This first section is written in a parlando style. This choice of writing by Kahane brings out
the humanity in the writer, trying to live life with the odd compulsion. The aria ends with the text
of the malady: “I have a compulsion to put ice cubes down people’s shirts.” The first sung
portion of this text is directed to be sung gravely, but the rhythmic motives increase with an
accelerando poco a poco until the final declamation of “Oh, ice cubes, down shirts!” The text
“cubes” is under a fermata, a common technique in operatic composition where the penultimate
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text is elongated so that the final words “down shirts” can be strongly exclaimed. The effect that
this accelerando creates is not only a grand and exciting finale, but also a seeming acceptance
and even pride in the condition. It is further elicited musically in the final fermatas of the piece,
as well as in the blistering accompaniment. See figures 1.22 and 1.23 for musical examples.

Figure 1.22 Start of the final aria section, to be played gravely, mm. 161-162

Figure 1.23 The final climactic finish to Craigslistlieder, mm. 175-177
Overall, Craigslistlieder is advanced melodically, rhythmically, and harmonically. The
comedy and drama behind the piece require a performer with stage experience. For many of the
jokes to communicate well, the singer must have the technique and all musical elements
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prepared; these must be mastered so that focus can be entirely on the execution of the comic
material. The singer and pianist are given license by Kahane “to take rhythmic liberties for comic
effect,”14 as well as to “privilege acting choices over the notated rhythm.”15 For these reasons,
Craigslistlieder is an excellent example of how high art music can be married with seemingly
low art text to create a unique vocal art experience. Due to the significant cultural impact of
craigslist.org, they have solid potential to reach audiences. Further, since the music itself is
undergirded with thematic consistency, high musical precision, thoughtfulness, and clever text
settings, Craigslistlieder is firmly an art song cycle. The aforementioned vocal demands
alongside the advanced musicality require high levels of musicianship and skill. A piece with
such a questionable and atypical text source can still find a place in high art music society and
has the potential to truly change the way audiences and performers consider the place of
humorous art song on the concert stage.

14

Gabriel Kahane. Craigslistlieder, (Germany: Magdeburg Music, 2009), preface.

15

Ibid.
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Another Reason Why I Don’t Keep a Gun in the House (1998)
Tom Cipullo’s song set, Another Reason Why I Don’t Keep a Gun in the House, contains
six art songs featuring poetry by Billy Collins. The six songs in the set are titled “Desire”,
“Embrace”, “Cancer”, “Flames”, “Putting Down the Cat”, and the sets eponym, “Another
Reason Why I Don’t Keep a Gun in the House.” It was initially composed in 1998 and revised in
2000. It is considered a song cycle, but individual songs from the set are frequently performed
separately. The set has become recognized and increasingly popular, even being included in the
archive of collections in songofamerica.net and on the Paul Sperry CD New American Song
Cycles in 2004, which helped not only this cycle but the composer himself become much better
known.1
Tom Cipullo is a pre-eminent American composer born in 1956. He has been a faculty
member at Bronx Community College of the City University of New York since 1995. He is best
known as a vocal art composer, with major works in opera and art song composition.2 His opera,
Glory Denied (2007), was met with high acclaim. His art songs have gained acclaim and have
been included in many vocal recitals. Other notable awards won by Tom Cipullo are a
Guggenheim Fellowship in 2012, the NATS Art Song Award in 2008 for his song cycle Of a
Certain Age, an Arts & Letters Award from the American Academy of Arts & Letters (2013), a
Sylvia Goldstein Award from Copland House (2013) and many others. Notable works include
the operas Glory Denied (2007), Afterlife (2015), Josephine (2016), and Lucy (2009), as well as
over sixty published solo voice works and a myriad of ensemble and chorus works. Cipullo was

1

“Another Reason Why I Don’t Keep a Gun in the House,” Song of America, accessed 22 January 2021,
https://songofamerica.net/song/another-reason-why-i-dont-keep-a-gun-in-the-house-2/.
2

“Tom Cipullo Biography,” Tom Cipullo, accessed 10 January 2021, https://tomcipullo.net/biography.
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also featured in a 2019 publication in the Journal of Singing written by Elizabeth Ann Benson,
Reclaiming “Romantic”: The Art Songs of Tom Cipullo.3
The text to Another Reason I Don’t Keep a Gun in the House is written by poet Billy
Collins, who held the esteemed role of Poet Laureate of the United States from 2001 to 2003 and
was the New York State poet laureate from 2004 to 2006. He also served as a distinguished
professor at the Lehman College of the City University of New York until he retired in 2016.4
Billy Collins is also a highly awarded poet, winning over a dozen poetry fellowships and awards,
including the 2005 Mark Twain Award for Humor in Poetry. His work has been set by many
other musicians besides Tom Cipullo, including an album entitled The Billy Collins Suite: Songs
Inspired by His Poetry.5 Billy Collins was dubbed “the most popular poet in America” in a New
York Times article. His poems often have elements of humor through profound observation on
the everyday; as the Poetry Foundation has put it, “Rarely has anyone written poems that appear
so transparent on the surface yet become so ambiguous, thought-provoking, or simply wise once
the reader has peered into the depths.”6
The song cycle, Another Reason Why I Don’t Keep a Gun in the House, is the first that
Cipullo has set poetry by Billy Collins. This full song set differs from Craigslistlieder and other
typical humorous song sets, as it is not expressly and singularly funny: there are some specific
comic pieces, but they are juxtaposed to others that are more serious in tone and text. “Embrace,”
“Flames,” and “Another Reason Why I Don’t Keep a Gun in the House” are the more humorous
3

Elizabeth Ann Benson, “Reclaiming ‘Romantic’: The Art Songs of Tom Cipullo,” Journal of Singing 75,
no. 3 (January/February 2019): 253-268.
4

“Billy Collins,” Poetry Foundation (Poetry Foundation), accessed 15 February 2021,
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poets/billy-collins.
5

“Billy Collins,” Poetry Foundation.

6

Ibid.
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pieces, wherein “Desire,” “Cancer,” and, “Putting Down the Cat” are far more serious and
seemingly intended more for introspection. Also evident in several songs is a dark humor, in
which the text is not explicitly humorous but explores humor in the light of more serious
frameworks. The choice to set a mixture of serious text material in a humorous framework may
seem limiting or less effective at first. Still, the performance of a humorous song set shows how
comedy could be used for healing in difficult situations. The entire work has an added gravity
and seriousness, but the humorous songs in juxtaposition are also more effective since they
contrast. There is a balance of lighter and heavier material. The inclusion of humorous art songs
and the serious critical consideration of its utility is the argument of this document. A set that
features varied emotive material introduces humor to an audience but does so subtly. The general
description of the set is that it is “darkly humorous and touching.”7 The exploration and
reflection of this song cycle are that humorous art songs may be best performed compared to
other serious art works, as an embellishment and enriching of other works in a vocal art concert.
See figure 2.1 for poetry reference.

7

Tom Cipullo, “Another Reason Why I Don’t Keep a Gun in the House By Tom Cipullo,” Sheet Music
Plus, accessed 15 March 2021, https://www.sheetmusicplus.com/title/another-reason-why-i-don-t-keep-a-gun-inthe-house-sheet-music/5259497?ac=. This description was found linked to the purchasable sheet music.
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DESIRE

FLAMES

It would be easier to compile an encyclopedia for you than to
write these longhand letters whose ink blackens the night. I
write
until dawn saying I think the world of you but they are always
too short

Smokey the Bear heads
into the autumn woods
with a red can of gasoline
and a box of wooden matches. His ranger’s hat is
cocked

like those two-page schoolboy essays with The History of
Mankind
underlined on the front in crayon.
My encyclopedia will ignore the research of others and rely on
personal experience.

at a disturbing angle. His brown fur gleams under
the high sun
as his paws, the size
of catcher’s mitts, crackle into the distance. He is
sick of dispensing warnings to the careless, the
half-wit camper,

CANCER

the dumbbell hiker.
He is going to show them how a professional does
it.

When you need to say the word,
it cowers in the back of your vocabulary behind some outdated
slang.
And if you try forcing it into the mouth It lodges in the throat
like a fishbone. My father cannot say it yet.
The old man cannot even hear it.
He pretends I am saying “campfire.”

PUTTING DOWN THE CAT
The assistant holds her on the table,
The fur hanging limp from her tiny skeleton, And the
veterinarian raises the needle of fluid Which will put the line
through her ninth life. “Painless,” he reassures me, “like
counting backwards from a hundred,” but I want to tell him
that our poor cat cannot count at all,
much less backwards, much less to a hundred.
EMBRACE

ANOTHER REASON WHY I DON’T KEEP A
GUN IN THE HOUSE
The neighbors’ dog will not stop barking.
He is barking the same high, rhythmic bark that he
barks every time they leave the house. They must
switch him on on their way out. The neighbors’
dog will not stop barking.

I close all the windows in the house
and put on a Beethoven symphony full blast but I
can still hear him muffled under the music,
barking, barking, barking,
and now I can see him sitting in the orchestra, his
head raised confidently as if Beethoven had
You know the parlor trick.
included a part for barking dog.
wrap your arms around your own body and from the back it
When the record finally ends he is still barking,
looks like someone is embracing you
sitting there in the oboe section barking,
her hands grasping your shirt
his eyes fixed on the conductor who is entreating
her fingernails teasing your neck
him with his baton
from the front it is another story
while the other musicians listen in respectful
you never looked so alone
silence to the famous barking dog solo,
your crossed elbows and screwy grin you could be waiting for a that endless coda that first established Beethoven
tailor
as an innovative genius.
to fit you with a straight jacket
one that would hold you really tight.

Figure 2.1 Poetic Text of Another Reason I Don’t Keep a Gun in the House
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Tom Cipullo’s work is predominantly modern Romantic vocal art whose musical style
continues, as Elizabeth Bell puts it, in the “aesthetic tradition of Italian and Italian American
Romantic composers such as Giacomo Puccini or Gian Carlo Menotti.”8 Cipullo has stated that
he has considered himself a Romantic composer and not a Neo-Romantic composer, as his
influence is firmly Romantic era; but, it is important to note that several of his harmonic,
melodic, and rhythmic styles are reflections of post-modern compositional freedom that
distinguishes it from other Romantic era pieces.9 Cipullo’s songs are also meticulously marked
and intended solely for mature vocal artists, as many of his songs require solid vocal technique to
become fully effective.10 The first piece, “Desire,” is dedicated to Paul Sperry, who is well
known for his work as a singer and as the head of the Art Song Preservation Society of New
York, and his wife, Ann. Much of Sperry’s work is dedicated to recording and archiving
American art songs.11 “Desire” is an apt poem to begin the set, as it outlines a deep love from
poet to the subject as poet aims to pen his deep admiration, saying, “it would be easier to compile
an encyclopedia for you than…I write until dawn saying I think the world of you but they are
always too short like those two-page schoolboy essays with The History of Mankind underlined
on the front in crayon.”12 This text is followed with the sentiment “my encyclopedia will ignore
the research of others and rely on personal experience,” outlining that the poet would rather just
live life alongside the intended reader than to study life from afar. This could be a direct message
from Cipullo to the intended party in Ann and Paul Sperry, stating his possible immense
8
9

Elizabeth Bell, The Art Songs of Tom Cipullo (PhD. diss., City University of New York, 2010), 25.
Ibid., 52.

10

Ibid., 26.

11

Ibid., 143.

12

Text of “Desire” from Another Reason Why I Don’t Keep a Gun in the House.
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appreciation and love he might feel towards them, but may also serve as a clever song that shares
a metaphor of deep love and gratitude. Notably, the text does not use typical romantic love
tropes. Instead, it uses terms like “I think the world of you” and extended metaphors of how
words could only ever pale in comparison to the thoughtful feelings the poet has to the intended
audience. This is likely why Cipullo chose this poem as a dedication to Ann and Paul Sperry.
The piece begins with a varying meter in a traceable diatonic harmony in C major. The
Romantic aesthetic influence is noticeable immediately, especially as the melody of the singer is
introduced. Though predominantly tertian diatonic, elements of twentieth-century post-modern
free composition can be seen in parts. In the opening melodic phrase, on the text “to compile an
encyclopedia for you,” the accompaniment has an open series of parallel fifths in the bass line.
This creates a modal sonic quality, as parallel fifths were generally avoided in earlier musical
eras but were reintroduced in twentieth-century musical styles with freer harmony. This modal
modality is continued as parallel keys using the same parallel fifths figure is presented in
different sections of the piece. This is namely tonicized in parallel neighboring keys of A major,
D-flat major, and B-flat major. Cipullo is deftly able to navigate a generally romantic sound,
with many inclusions of typical tertian harmony; but, the occasional non-diatonic tone alongside
the inclusion of these modal compositional elements give the piece a definite twentieth-century
sonic quality. See figure 2.2 for a musical example.
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Figure 2.2 Opening musical line of “Desire,” parallel fifths in bass m. 10
The second piece in the song cycle is “Embrace.” As we saw Kahane in Craigslistlieder,
and many other humorous art songs, musical quotations or allusions often help carry the humor.
“Embrace” is made humorous by Cipullo, directly through the use of a famous musical
quotation. Famous allusions, such as the aforementioned “sad trombone” theme and the love
theme from Romeo and Juliet in Craigslistlieder, instantly have connotations and expectations.
In the case of “Embrace,” Cipullo uses the opening theme from Habanera from Bizet’s Carmen
as a reference to sensuality and the femme fatale. “Embrace” begins with the famous rhythmic
motif that repeats in nearly every measure of the piece, creating a sensual sonic quality. Cipullo
even explicitly writes the direction tempo di tango. See figures 2.3 and 2.4 for musical examples.
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Figure 2.3 Opening musical motif from “Embrace,” mm. 1-3

Figure 2.4 Opening musical motif from Bizet’s Carmen, “Habanera” aria13
As the piece continues, one soon discovers that the sensuality in the music is a mocksensuality, as it lampoons the physical act of hugging oneself with a back turned to the audience,
to show as if “someone is embracing you.” The air of sensuality continues as the following text,
“her hands grasping your shirt, fingernails teasing your neck,” uses vocabulary with sensual
connotation and imagery. Cipullo also uses sudden dynamic shifts and quick staccato sung
moments, in measure 11 on the word “back” to continue to give off a sensual air. This technique
is used later in the piece on the words “straight jacket” and the final sung note on “tight,” even
directing the singer to “roll the r” on the word “straight” to bring emphasis to the word. As the
piece continues, the text flips, as does the music, as other keys are tonicized where the

13

Georges Bizet, “Habanera,” Carmen, (Paris: Choudens, 1875), accessed 5 March 2021,
https://ks4.imslp.net/files/imglnks/usimg/9/9a/IMSLP224595-SIBLEY1802.16328.1f85-39087011229376score.pdf.
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description of what the “embraced” person looks like “from the front.” The text continues, “You
never looked so alone, your crossed elbows and silly grin. You could be waiting for a tailor to fit
you for a straight jacket [sic].”14 The poet seems to be making a larger metaphor for how looks
could be deceiving, creating the image of the duality of the person hugging themselves as
desirable and sensual from the back but foolish, lonely, and deserving of a straitjacket when the
truth of the view from the front comes to light.
Cipullo shifts the key and registration alongside a more atonal harmony when the second
half begins. Namely, Cipullo elongates the end of the phrase on “silly grin,” specifically on the
word “grin,” so that the performer may smile that same “silly grin” while performing it. Upon
completing that phrase, the opening theme begins again, giving the piece a loose binary form,
ending with the a capella sung “tight” in reference to the “straight jacket.” See Figure 2.5 for a
musical example.

Figure 2.5 Staccato rhythms on “straight jacket,” m. 41

The third piece is titled “Cancer.” This song's subject matter and poetry are a far venture
from the more lighthearted material that came before. The poem recounts a person trying to
14

Note, incidentally, the apparently deliberate misspelling of straitjacket, which could be
taken as a possible pun on LGBTQ themes.
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wrestle with the word “cancer,” writing “when you need to say the word, it cowers in the back of
your vocabulary behind some outdated slang…it lodges in the throat like a fishbone.” The poem
continues, stating that it is “my father” who seems to have or is dealing with a loved one with
cancer, yet “[he] cannot say it yet. The old man cannot even hear it. He pretends I am saying,
‘campfire’.” The conjunction of the title alongside the poetic text creates understanding and
meaning, as the title serves the framework from which the text derives its meaning. This is
similar to how the piece “Half a box of condoms” from Kahane’s Craigslistlieder never actually
uses the words from the title, relying on heavy implication and allusion to belay meaning. The
word “cancer” is never actually written or sung in the piece, which reflects the opening text that
the word “cowers in the back of the vocabulary,” giving the implication that even the poet or
singer cannot utter the word. Cipullo also ends the piece on the text “campfire” in a lowered
register with a pianississimo dynamic marking, as if to direct the singer to sing the word quietly
in forlorn privacy or even to speak it. See figure 2.6 for a musical example.

Figure 2.6 Final measures of “Campfire,” mm. 22-24
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Cipullo sets the text again in a Romantic-era diatonicism, though the composition begins
with impressionistic influence in a slow tempo with a minor modality. The Romantic influence
can be seen in the dynamic markings of pianississimo on an open chordal structure in a large
registration range. The soft dynamic alongside the planing in the piano reflects an impressionist
influence. An example of similar piano techniques can be seen in the piano works La Cathedrale
Engloutie by Claude Debussy or the opening of Rachmaninoff’s Prelude in C# Minor. The
overall sonic quality and effect are a hollow sound, with the low registration grounding the sonic
atmosphere giving a certain gravitas to the piece. There is a quality of a slow, heavy stillness
created before the introduction of the singer. The singer is directed to sing in the pianissimo
dynamic, not to disturb the atmosphere created by the pianist, but only to join the sonic
atmosphere with the textual foundation. See figures 2.7 and 2.8 for musical examples.

Figure 2.7 Opening musical motif from “Cancer,” mm. 1-3

Figure 2.8 Opening musical motif from La Cathédrale Engloutie by Claude Debussy
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The entire piece is through-composed and does not feature identifiably delineated
sections. The sentence structure in the text reflects pacing and form. The piece also slowly
crescendos with the thickening harmony to grow out of the sullen atmosphere of the beginning of
the piece. The climactic finish, on the text “My father cannot say it yet, the old man cannot even
hear it,” with fermatas on the words “hear” and “it,” is directed to be sung impassioned on a
fortissimo dynamic, as if to reflect the poet’s exasperation or pent-up emotions behind the health
crisis his family is facing. See figure 2.9 for a musical example.

Figure 2.9 “Impassioned” Climax of “Cancer,” mm. 16-21
Melodically, the pitches similarly follow this overall crescendo as they slowly climb as
the piece continues, climaxing on the highest pitches of the piece on the fermata “hear it.” The
piece ends as it began with the same atmosphere, yet ends in a major modality with a picardy
third. This small major choice, sung on the text “campfire,” finishes the piece on a lighter note,
far from the gravitas of the minor modality. The intended effect may be either reflecting hope or
a small exasperated chuckle as the poet sees the bittersweet humor in the father, pretending to
hear “campfire” instead of “cancer.” These musical choices by Tom Cipullo help to accent the
details in Billy Collins’s poetry, and present a difficult and likely culturally relevant topic to a
modern audience.
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The fourth piece is another humorous song, titled “Flames.” The opening expression
marking is cute and semplice e giocoso or as a simple, playful joke. The tempo marking even
expresses “not too fast, a bit goofy,” so as to continue to direct the musicians toward
lightheartedness. The text that tells a story of how Smokey the Bear heads “into the autumn
woods with a red can of gasoline.” Smokey is “sick of dispensing warnings to the careless,” and
he is “going to show them how a professional does it,” implying that he is going to burn the
forest down.15 This cleverly uses a culturally ubiquitous figure in Smokey the Bear, so the
audience likely understand the meaning of the poetry.16
This poem is one of dark humor, which pits Smokey the Bear as an ironic and
dichotomous figure to the portrayals of Smokey as friendly and kind. Smokey mentally snaps in
this story, which can be seen in the text “He is sick of dispensing warnings to the careless, the
half-wit camper, the dumbbell hiker,” ending with, “He is going to show them how a
professional does it,”: implying that Smokey, the “professional” firefighter, is going to enact the
arson. The deeper interpretations could be frustration when a person is overly pressed and how
mental health can decay with constant agitation, so that even a kind, innocent, and innocuous
figure such as Smokey can be pushed to committing violence.

15

Text of “Flames,” from Another Reason Why I Don’t Keep a Gun in the House.
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“Story of Smokey,” Smokey Bear (US Forest Service), accessed 12 January 2021,
https://smokeybear.com/en/smokeys-history/story-of-smokey.
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This piece is more of a twentieth-century style in its harmony and rhythm, as it features
many meter changes, cluster chords, parallel modal shifts, and moments of atonality. Cipullo
does set this piece in a slightly faster tempo than those pieces that precede it, with quicker
rhythmic patterns, to give the piece an upbeat sense and forward motion. He also employs an
ostinato figure throughout the piece, giving a sense of form, distinction, and uniformity. See
figure 2.10 for a musical example.

Figure 2.10 Opening ostinato motif, mm. 1-2
Cipullo also employs text painting, most noticeably on the text “His ranger’s hat is
cocked at a disturbing angle,” which the text “cocked at a disturbing angle” is directed to be
spoken. At the same time, the pianist plays a chromatic sequential line that ends in a caesura,
giving the effect of a musical quizzical sound or a spiraling effect referencing the cockeyed
ranger’s hat. Cipullo reflects the anger that Smokey feels towards the people who continue to
burn forests by not only putting the text “the half-wit camper” and “the dumbbell hiker” in a high
register in fortissimo but also by clearly expressing angry in the score directions. Further, the
rhythm on “half-wit camper” is a hemiola, so the duple execution of the words may stand out.
“Dumbbell hiker” is written as a longer rhythmic motif so that it may also be given further
impetus. The final section begins with the ostinato pattern from the beginning of the piece with
carefree direction in the score. Smokey is making this decision out of an exasperate lack of
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caring. It ends with the directive whispered, “He is going to show them how a professional does
it,” as if Cipullo intends the audience to be in on Smokey’s secret. It ends simply, on an authentic
major cadence, expressly humorous. See figures 2.11 and 2.12 for musical examples.

Figure 2.11 Spoken “Cocked at a disturbing angle,” mm. 18-19

Figure 2.12 Hemiola on “half-wit camper,” mm. 39-41
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The fifth song of the set is “Putting Down the Cat.” The poem walks through the
emotionally painful final moments of a cat being euthanized by its owner and veterinarian. It is
in a first-person narrative form and reflects the interaction with the veterinarian and the cat
owner from the owner's perspective. Collins uses specific American cultural descriptive words to
paint the process of the cat being euthanized. He describes a “needle of fluid” and how that
would put a “line through her ninth life.” The humor comes in the final portion of the text, where
the veterinarian states to the poet, “Painless…like counting backward from a hundred,” to which
the poet responds, “I want to tell him that our poor cat cannot count at all, much less to a
hundred, much less backward…poor cat.” The closing line expresses that the poet is seemingly
using humor to reframe the situation or as a coping mechanism.17
Cipullo sets the text in a solemn and slow tempo, using a soft dynamic, a sparse ostinato,
and the direction as if stroking in the score, text painting a person comforting their cat in its final
moments. The overall harmony is again generally diatonic, but moments of sharp secundal
chords alongside momentary atonal tonicizations express twentieth-century compositional
freedoms. Further text painting is evident on the text, “and the veterinarian raises the needle of
fluid,” during which Cipullo writes a crescendo and upper scalar motion as if to paint a sinister
figure raising their knife. See figure 2.13 for a musical example.

17

Swaminath, “Jokes a Part.”
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Figure 2.13 Upward scalar motion, mm. 12-15
Cipullo incorporates manipulations of rhythmic length on specific words for emphasis
and text painting. For example, the word “painless” ends with a sharp staccato and the text,
“from a hundred,” is written on a single note with a marcato marking. The word “life,” when
describing the “line through her ninth life,” is elongated in a lowered register on a non-diatonic
note that can be interpreted as a drone connoting death. Also, there is a sub. dolciss direction
written on the word “poor” after a directed passione crescendo, as if to sweetly express the
“poor” cat and the fondness the poet may feel towards it. As stated before, this piece is darkly
humorous and shows humor in an atypical light. Cipullo’s setting crafts an atmosphere of
gravitas so to deepen the serious nature of the poem, and suggests humor being used in defense
or coping.
The final song in the set is the eponym of the total work, “Another Reason Why I Don’t
Keep a Gun in the House,” and is dedicated to “Rocky,” Cipullo’s childhood cocker spaniel.18 As
in previous songs, the title helps to carry the humor as none of its words are used directly in the

18

Bell, The Art Songs of Tom Cipullo, 160.
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poetic text. The poem is expressly humorous and is a quirky poem that narrates a poet’s growing
frustration with a neighborhood dog barking incessantly. The poet uses sharp and short to depict
that frustration. In the poet’s desperation, he will “close all the windows…and put on a
Beethoven symphony full blast.” Unfortunately, he can “still hear him muffled under the music,”
which prompts the poet spinning the epic tale of the dog “sitting in the orchestra” as if
“Beethoven included a part for him.” In his mind’s eye, the dog is “sitting in the oboe section
barking,” while the other musicians “listen in respectful silence to the famous barking dog solo”
in an “endless coda that first established Beethoven as an innovative genius.” This is an example
of how a creative thinker might process a seeming distraction, as well as giving implied reason to
justify the title: that the poet might just use the weapon on the dog if a gun was kept in the house.
The comedy is effectively brought out by Cipullo with clever musical quotations and
allusion, similar to the use of the habanera rhythm from Carmen in the piece “Embrace.” The
allusions that Cipullo includes are famous themes from several of Beethoven’s works, which
gives the entire musical work a diegetic realism. Further, the allusions give form to the piece, as
new sections arise from the direct quotations, which tempo changes should be similar to the
“original Beethoven tempo.”19 Unlike the habanera in “Embrace,” which is slightly more subtle
of an allusion, the allusions in “Another Reason I Don’t Keep a Gun in the House’’ are far more
explicit and direct. Even the melody in some sections is the direct copy of Beethoven’s themes.
Cipullo includes direct quotations from Beethoven's symphonies Nos. 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9, as well as
general rhythmic and melodic motives often employed by Beethoven. The piece begins with an
allusion to Beethoven’s Symphony No. 3, Eroica. The bass line is a direct replica of the famous
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Bell, The Art Songs of Tom Cipullo, 160.
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theme, and the singer’s melody comes directly out of the final note of the theme. See figures 2.14
and 2.15 for musical examples.

Figure 2.14 Opening theme from “Another Reason” with “Eroica” theme in bass, mm. 3-5

Figure 2.15 “Eroica” theme from Beethoven’s Symphony No. 320
This theme continues until a new theme begins, quoting Beethoven’s Symphony No. 1
over the text, “but I can still hear him muffled music, barking.” The following section is then an
allusion to the second movement of Beethoven’s Symphony No. 7 (See figures 2.16 and 2.17 for
musical examples). The effect is that of an instant shift, as the listener is no longer just in the
external setting but is now invited into the poet's inner thoughts as they paint the picture of the
barking dog musician.

20

Ludwig van Beethoven,. Symphony No. 7, accessed 4 March 2021, https://www.rhinegold.co.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2015/10/.
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Figure 2.16 Shift to a new section, m. 72

Figure 2.17 Opening theme, second movement of Beethoven’s Symphony No. 721

Following this section is a return to the alla scherzo of the Symphony No. 1 allusion,
followed by a short allusion to the famous horn line from the first movement of his Symphony
No. 5. See figures 2.18 and 2.19 for musical examples.
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Ludwig van Beethoven, Symphony No. 7, accessed 5 March 2021,
https://ks4.imslp.net/files/imglnks/usimg/b/b8/IMSLP46249-PMLP01600-Op.92_Copyist.pdf.
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Figure 2.18 Allusion to horn theme from Symphony No. 5, mm. 104-110

Figure 2.19 From first movement of Beethoven’s Symphony No. 522
The following text, starting on the “other musicians” in measure 116, is another sudden
shift to a slower tempo and a quotation from the second movement of Beethoven’s Symphony
No. 3, Marcia Funebre. The section ends with a fermata on a rest to set up the final section and
quotation of the final movement theme of Beethoven’s Symphony No. 9, the Ode to Joy. The

22

Ludwig van Beethoven, Symphony No. 5, accessed 5 March 2021,
http://www1.lasalle.edu/~reese/Beethoven_Symph_5_notes.pdf.
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direction in this section is to accelerando to a climactic finish, featuring the actual barking of the
singer.
Cipullo also uses text painting and asks the performer to bark at the end of the piece. The
very first sung line comes immediately after the Eroica theme with staccato and rhythmically
jagged notes on a monotone melody on the text “The neighbors’ dog will not stop barking.” This
effectively is a painted “barking” singing, which mirrors the barking that the poet hears. This
continues on the line, “He is barking the same high, rhythmic bark that he barks every time they
leave the house.” It occurs later in the piece, explicitly on measure 69. See figure 2.20 for a
musical example.

Figure 2.20 Text painting of “barking” sound on staccato melody, mm. 12-15
Cipullo writes a subito piano on the text “entreating” to paint the picture of the conductor
actively entreating the dog to stop barking. He writes a fermata on a rest before the Ode to Joy
theme to paint the picture of the momentary rest before a virtuosic musician begins their solo.
Finally, to end the piece, Cipullo explicitly asks the performer to bark with the text of arf, the
direction barking, and written false notes in the score. The absurdity of the end and the atypical
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requirement of a vocal artist to bark in a concert is part of what makes the piece effective
humorously.
Another Reason Why I Don’t Keep a Gun in the House has significant potential to be
culturally relevant and impactful to modern audiences. Firstly, Billy Collins’s writing style is
transparent and approachable and uses a vernacular that is likely to be understood and accepted
by American audiences without the barrier of haughtiness. Further, his inclusion of popular
cultural allusion and express humor makes the poetry more relatable to a broader audience.
Secondly, Cipullo equally includes several allusions which the non-musician may easily
recognize. Some of the choices of musical allusions are so universal that many would feel
connected to the pieces due to their ubiquity. Third, the use of comic material and text painting
to bring out the comedy help give the set a humorous quality, which can be an effective tool for
reaching audiences. Lastly, by including selections that are not explicitly humorous juxtaposed to
other directly humorous choices, the entire song cycle explores a range of human emotion. In
this way, this song set is a self-contained unit, with varying emotional impact.
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PART II: THE SHORT PITHY SONG
Introduction
The short pithy song is a pattern of art songs that has begun to emerge more regularly in
vocal recitals. The commonality of these songs is in their brevity - songs rarely longer than a
minute in length. Just by sheer length, short pithy songs contrast with the majority of other art
songs. Their short length alone disrupts the audience’s general expectation. Further, many
examples of short pithy songs are humorous, setting them apart from other more serious
selections of songs. Many short pithy songs feature text in English prose, are written in a
colloquial tone, tell short jokes, and are easily understood and received at face value. These can
be compared to comic one-liners. Despite this simplicity, many of these songs are quite clever.
Short pithy songs are usually a part of a larger set, often tied to a theme. Full short pithy song
sets are more commonly be found in the late twentieth and twenty-first centuries.
There are a few examples of this composition style in historical pieces and sets, though
not as wholly and freely as in their modern counterparts. One of the most famous and regularly
performed examples is in Samuel Barber’s Hermit Songs.1 This song cycle was written between
1952 and 1953 and features ten Irish poems that reflect monastic living. In many ways, Hermit
Songs are like any prototypical song cycle, with contrasting poetry presented in varying tempos
and keys. Yet, it is the contrast of emotional themes and composition styles that might explain
this song cycle’s popularity. The first six songs of the set are quite similar to other Barber
English-language art songs. They are generally typical lengths with beautiful music set to serious
thematic text. The culmination of these themes can be seen in the reflective poetry in the fifth
song of the cycle, “The Crucifixion.” This song describes Jesus as a “swan” that was crucified
1

Samuel Barber, “Hermit Songs, Op. 29,” Song of America, accessed 30 January 28 2021,
https://songofamerica.net/song/hermit-songs-op-29/.
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and how his and God’s pain was greater emotionally for the grief suffered by Jesus’s mother,
than for the physical pain Jesus bore in his crucifixion.
The Crucifixion
At the cry of the first bird
They began to crucify Thee, o Swan!
Never shall lament cease because of that.
It was like the parting of day from night.
Ah, sore was the suffering borne
By the body of Mary’s Son,
But sorer still to Him was the grief
Which for His sake
Came upon His Mother.
Yet despite the depth, heartbreak, and gravitas of a piece like “The Crucifixion,” it is not
the only type of song in this set. Two songs later, Barber inserted a humorous short pithy song,
totaling a single sentence and rarely over a minute in length:
Promiscuity
I do not know with whom Edan will sleep,
but I do know that fair Edan will not sleep alone.
In a complete twist, Barber goes from a reflective and contemplative mood to a witty, snarky,
and humorous short poem that is so honest that it not only humanizes the unnamed hermit poet,
but also the performer. “Promiscuity” also effectively sets up the audience for the following
selection: a light-hearted song about the scholar and his friend, Pangur, the cat.
The monk and his cat
Pangur, white Pangur,
How happy we are
Alone together, Scholar and cat.
Each has his own work to do daily;
For you it is hunting, for me study.
Your shining eye watches the wall;
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my feeble eye is fixed on a book.
You rejoice when your claws entrap a mouse;
I rejoice when my mind fathoms a problem.
Pleased with his own art
Neither hinders the other;
Thus we live ever
without tedium and envy.
Pangur, white Pangur,
How happy we are
Alone together, Scholar and cat.
The final two songs after “The monk and his cat” are relatively upbeat songs about the
joys of praising God and living a simple hermetic life. The takeaway from this song cycle is
usually one of positivity, often leaving an audience with a sense of catharsis in having heard the
set. This is a prime example of how humor has not only held a place in traditional art song
repertory but how a composer like Samuel Barber used humor and a short pithy song in
“Promiscuity” to steer the sentiment of the Hermit Songs away from one emotional experience to
another. One can even argue that the emotional impact of “The Crucifixion” may be enriched
because of the contrasting nature of the songs following it.
The function of short pithy songs can be compared the function of short sentences in
writing. They provide variety, can be used to concisely punctuate a point, or provide a medium
to communicate short one-liner jokes. Further, when performed, the function of the short pithy
song isn’t immediately apparent. Sometimes the jokes land after the audience has had a time to
process and understand the punchline, or in the case of Hermit Songs, be subtly used to shift
away from serious themes. Overall, short pithy songs can be an effective choice for vocalists to
vary the rhythm and cadence of the overall concert. Concise poignancy can be powerful.
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19 Short Songs about Chuck Norris (2016)
19 Short Songs about Chuck Norris is a song set written by Dr. David Harned Johnson,
published in 2016. It is an expressly humorous set, featuring Chuck Norris jokes as its central
text. Dr. Johnson is a composer, violinist, and professor at Georgia College and State University.
Johnson was made aware of the text through a friend who would share Chuck Norris jokes with
him regularly. He was also made aware of short pithy song compositional style when he attended
a vocal concert by a mezzo-soprano colleague. Later he was encouraged to write the 19 Short
Songs about Chuck Norris by a singer friend who thought Chuck Norris jokes could be effective
as text material. He compiled a large set of Chuck Norris jokes referenced from an internet
database, selected his favorite, and decided to write “nineteen songs because no one else uses
that number... twenty-one would make too much sense.”1
A Chuck Norris joke is a joke of a specific thematic nature wherein the cult hero and
actor, Chuck Norris, is satirized. Because of his many achievements as a martial artist and
pervasiveness in popular society, Chuck Norris jokes began in internet forums in the 2000s. The
jokes are mostly physically hyperbolic (i.e., Chuck Norris doesn’t do push-ups, he pushes the
world down), Norris accomplishing impossible tasks (i.e.: “Chuck Norris can hear sign
language”) or thematic satire surrounding the jokes playing into his martial arts background and
identity as a Hollywood action and adventure icon (i.e., “Chuck Norris can kick you in the back
of the face”)
Each piece is widely varying, despite the brevity of most of the selections. An important
aspect of humorous songs, much like humor in general, is timing. Therefore, contrasting tempos,
length of songs, and varying styles are important to making sure the jokes are fully
1

Dr. David Johnson, phone interview by author, Memphis, 18 April 2019.
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understood. This is noticeable in this set, as the tempo and musical style in each song contrasts
the previous selection. Johnson uses caesura and fermati to further effect the musical time.
Additionally, the length of the pieces differs, as the longest piece in the set is slightly over a
minute in length, while the shortest is ten to fifteen seconds. These disruptions and jaggedness in
musical time help each joke stand out of the context of the others and make for an exciting song
set.
Johnson also varies style considerably in each of the songs. For example, one song may
require a deadpan comic approach, only to be followed by a song requiring an overdramatization to communicate the joke properly. No matter the content, clear text
communication is required, alongside a rehearsed acting plan. Further, a certain level of
performance mastery is necessary to enjoy the experience of performing this set, as Johnson
pointed out to me, saying he had “hoped the performer would have an equal measure of fun” in
its production. 2
The music often alludes to the styles of other composers. Johnson chose to emulate these
composers and keep the music within the late Romantic and early twentieth-century harmonic
style. He mentioned Schubert, Wagner, and Mahler as his tonal inspirations. Despite these
inspirations, the music itself is separated enough from the original sources that it is very clearly
still Johnson’s work.3 Examples of allusion to other composer’s styles can be seen even from the
beginning of the work. For example, the first piece, “Unstoppable Force,” is very heroic, with a
similar sound to a triumphant moment in a Wagnerian work. See figure 3.1 for a musical
example.

2

Johnson, interview.

3

Ibid.
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Figure 3.1 “Unstoppable Force,” from 19 Short Songs about Chuck Norris
Further allusions to other composers can be seen in other songs from the set. One clear
example of this can be seen in “Death,” the text and joke of this song being that “Death once had
a near Chuck Norris experience.” Johnson sets this cleverly by alluding to the famous Chopin
Funeral March, wherein the piano plays the famous rhythmic motive to set up Death’s
frightening experience. See figures 3.2 and 3.3 for musical examples.

Figure 3.2 “Death,” from 19 Short Songs about Chuck Norris
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Figure 3.3 Opening music from Chopin’s Sonata op. 35, “Funeral March”4

Many of 19 Songs about Chuck Norris feature sharp changes. This is common in short,
pithy songs since they rarely eclipse a minute in length; however, in this specific set, the jagged
changes help to set up comedic punchlines. A prime example of this is in song numbers four to
eight. The fourth song, “Speeding,” begins in triple meter with a tempo marking of 84 bpm, with
quick scalar motion in the piano. This not only provides motion and energy, but it also describes
Chuck Norris speeding, getting pulled over but letting the cop “off with just a warning.”
As the next piece in the set, “Wrong,” begins it is instantly slower at a 48 bpm, in a duple
meter, though the piano plays triplets. The singer sings eighth notes, contrasting with the triplets.
This duple against triple instantly shifts the style of the piece as there is a weight placed on the
first and third beats of the measure when the duplet rhythm and triplet rhythm sync. This helps
provide a contrast from what came before. See Figure 3.4 for a musical example.

4

Frederich Chopin, “Funeral March,” Sonata op. 35, accessed 18 January 2021,
https://ks.imslp.net/files/imglnks/usimg/6/6c/IMSLP00494-Chopin_-_Piano_Sonata,_Op_35.pdf
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Figure 3.4 “Wrong,” from 19 Short Songs about Chuck Norris
The next selection then marks another rapid shift as “Hits the Road” starts with dramatic
tremolos in the piano, reminiscent of orchestral writing. The singer sings the joke “When Chuck
Norris hits the road…,” and then abruptly ends with the effective plain-spoken marking of “…it
dies.” Not only does the contrasting nature of this piece make the set effective, but the shift to a
deadpan spoken of “it dies” relays a new style of comedy. Further, the musical changes, the
tempo changes, and the rhythmic motive changes alongside the comedic style changes from
hyperbole to deadpan all happen within the ten to fifteen seconds of performance time. See
Figure 3.5 for a musical example.

Figure 3.5 “Hits the Road,” from 19 Short Songs about Chuck Norris, mm. 1-6
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Mere seconds after “Hits the Road,” the aforementioned “Death” is introduced with an homage
to Chopin’s famous funeral dirge. This stark contrast pervades much of the complete work.
As the set progresses, the variance between pieces continues in length and tonal material.
“Rock-paper-scissors” features the joke “Chuck Norris will play rock-paper-scissors in the
mirror… and win.” Johnson strategically places this text in the set to slow down and have a
piece that is both in a minor key and legato. At first glance, the slow tempo may not seem to
serve the text. However, the slowed cadence and legato elongate the punchline of the joke,
“…and win,” while the minor key feigns seriousness, further strengthening the impact of the
joke.
Not all pieces have this dichotomy of light-hearted text paired with drama and gravitas in
the music. The eleventh, “Connect Four,” and the thirteenth, “Alexander Bell,” are both in major
keys and have accompaniments that are light and playful, pairing well with the text. See Figures
3.6 and 3.7 for musical examples.

Figure 3.6 “Alexander Bell,” from 19 Short Songs about Chuck Norris, mm. 1-5
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Figure 3.7 “Connect Four,” from 19 Short Songs about Chuck Norris, mm. 1-5
Both pieces are similar in their major modalities and simple, upbeat accompaniment.
They are also similar textually as they portray hyperbolic impossibilities concisely. The songs
that immediately follow each song provide the contrast. Song number twelve, “Rocks into the
Ocean,” immediately follows “Connect Four” and is not only one of the more harmonically
adventurous pieces in the set, but is also one of the more vocally demanding selections if the
optionally higher suggested notes are sung. Further, there isn’t an easily identifiable key center.
The pianist plays a five-note octave whole tone scale which pervades the piece, making “Rocks
into the Ocean” tonally distinct from the other selections that are rooted in more normal
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harmonic functions. See Figure 3.8 for a musical example.

Figure 3.8 “Rocks into the Ocean,” from 19 Short Songs about Chuck Norris, mm. 5-9
Contrast continues as the fourteenth song, “Twitter,” quickly follows the aforementioned
light-hearted “Alexander Bell.” “Twitter” not only shifts immediately in its tonality and
sentiment, but the text is different wherein the joke is not hyperbole, but playfully jokes at Chuck
Norris’s feigned omniscience and omnipotence and the potential danger that Chuck Norris
imposes. The piece begins in a much slower tempo with the piano playing an opening chromatic
line, eventually arpeggiating several diminished chords, building the danger and playful villainy
of Chuck Norris. The piece ends with a sharp quasi-dramatic pianissimo sung, “he is already
following you,” which not only plays into the double-entendre of one “following you” on Twitter
but also of Chuck Norris and the godlike power he possesses. Also included is the “you”
statement, deliberately breaking the fourth wall. See Figure 3.9 for a musical example.
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Figure 3.9 “Twitter,” from 19 Short Songs about Chuck Norris, mm. 1-4, 8-10
The final piece is “Superman.” The piece is grandiose by comparison and alludes to the
music often featured in Superman movies and television shows. The music is triumphant, with
thick harmonic chords played in repetitive sixteenth-note fashion. The singer is asked to sing
with fullness, forte, and fortissimo for the entirety of the piece, ending the piece in dramatic
fashion with a penultimate fermata to a final note on the tonic. The piece is reminiscent of a full
orchestra score, with thick harmonic material and varying register jumps. The joke answers the
long-awaited question of why Superman wears underwear on the outside of his pants: “Chuck
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Norris and Superman once fought each other on a bet. The loser had to wear his underwear on
the outside of his pants.” See Figure 3.10 for a musical example.

Figure 3.10 “Superman,” from 19 Short Songs about Chuck Norris mm. 5-11
19 Songs about Chuck Norris contains several logical groupings of songs. Most songs in
this genre are extremely short and therefore move through several songs in rapid succession.
Planning short groups of songs, typically in groups of two to five, with deliberate attacca, can
help facilitate a flow in the set, helping to maintain audience attention. The song grouping
choices are up to the performer, but an example of a logical grouping in 19 Songs about Chuck
Norris would be as follows in Figure 3.11.
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I. I. Unstoppable Force
II. II. Bogeyman
III. III. Coca Cola
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.
X.
XI.

IV. Speeding
V. Wrong
VI. Hits the Road
VII. Death
VIII. Rattlesnake
IX. Rock-Paper-Scissors
X. Magicians
XI. Connect Four

XII. XII. Rocks Into the Ocean
XIII. XIII. Alexander Bell
XIV. XIV. Twitter
XV.
XVI.
XVII.
XVIII.

XV. Recycle
XVI. Succeed
XVII. Sleeps
XVIII. Horse

XIX. XIX. Superman
Figure 3.11 Suggested Song Groupings for 19 Short Songs About Chuck Norris

This choice of grouping songs is not a requirement, but merely a suggestion. Johnson
reflected that he is very flexible in the performance of the songs, stating that the song set can be
performed in pieces and rearranged, though if a full performance is done, there is a preference
for it to be done in order.5 This grouping at least gives a general outline and may help singers
perform the set effectively.
Final considerations of the 19 Songs about Chuck Norris are that the performer should be
aware that not all audiences may be familiar with Chuck Norris jokes, thus; they might be lost.
Further, a performer must be willing to fully commit to the singing and joke-telling. The

5

Johnson, interview.
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performer be experienced and be relatively comfortable on stage to perform the set effectively,
as even the slightest discomfort or tension might impede the presentation. This is a general
observation for all humorous songs, but specifically due to the rapid delivery of contrasting jokes
and singing styles of 19 Songs about Chuck Norris, one must have a general command of
performing. Pedagogically, choosing smaller sections may be a better choice for younger
students and may even help elicit a new comfort with stage performance.
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Gordon Myers

Gordon Myers (1919-2006) was an American composer and teacher who served as
chairman of the music department at Columbia College from 1965 to 1968 and then moved to
Trenton State College in 1968 until his retirement as a full professor of music in 1985. He earned
a fellowship in singing to Juilliard Graduate School in 1941 but interrupted his studies when he
enlisted in the U.S Army in 1942. After his service, he earned his Master’s degree from Teachers
College at Columbia University in 1948 and his EdD in 1965. His most well-known works are
his songs of a religious nature and various humorous short pithy song sets. Dr. Myers patented
this short song style and personally termed it “The Art of Belly Canto,” which became known
nationwide.1 Some of his most well-known song sets are In Pursuit of Happiness, Poor Richard
Says (featuring humorous proverbs by Benjamin Franklin), They Said…a modern song sickle
cutting through the quotes of time, and “Do you sing, Mr. Twain?” Many of the songs in these
sets are short jokes, expressly humorous, and usually revolve around a theme. Gordon Myers
also has a published autobiography, I Sing – Therefore, I Am.2 Though Gordon Myers’s music is
not ubiquitous in the vocal arts, it is effective, clever, and poignant, and if many ways it still
speaks truth in modern times. It can be an effective choice.

“Do you Sing, Mr. Twain?” (1999)
Many selections of Gordon Myers’s music feature short pithy songs. “Do you sing, Mr.
Twain?” (1999) is an excellent example of this genre and reflects qualities in many of his other
works. The complete title of this song set is “Do you Sing, Mr. Twain?”: forty-two quotes,
1

“Myers, Gordon,” American Music Research Center (January 15, 2015), accessed 8 June 2021,
https://www.colorado.edu/amrc/collections/myers-gordon.
2

Gordon Myers, I Sing, Therefore I am (Webster: Leyerle Publishing, 1998), 1-421.
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sayings, and writings from the pen of America’s popular and famous writer, humorist, lecturer,
satirist, riverboat captain, new-reporter, literary critic, husband, gentleman, world traveler, and
philosopher.3 As stated in the description, Myers chose forty-two Mark Twain quotations as his
text inspiration. Also evident from in this detailed description is that the set is purposefully
humorous and meant to reflect the humor of Mark Twain. See figure 4.1 for the table of contents.

On Congress -On Congress -On animal training -On a certain physician -On health -On preventive medicine -On disease -On smoking -On old diamonds -At noon -On human nature -An American--in Germany -On the work ethic -On speaking German -On chastity -On gardening -On autographs -On priorities -On bombast -On indisputable confirmation -On discernment -On making bean soup --

On presence of mind -On the sad story of his twin brother, Bill -On taking the opportunity of righting a long
postponed social call -On decorum -On repartee -“Do you sing, Mr. Twain?” -On being approached by a derelict -After a lecture -On morality -On Wagner -On expressing opinions -On nobility -On rules of writing, no. 14 -On woman -Any resolutions for the coming year? -On receiving another frequent photograph
from supposed look alike -Always do right -On speculation -On truth -On the rules of writing, no. 3.

Figure 4.1 Table of contents: “Do you sing, Mr. Twain?”4

3

Gordon Myers, Do You Sing, Mr. Twain? (Webster: Leyerle Publications, 1999).

4

Myers, “Do you sing, Mr. Twain?”
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Though this work is unified by all being quotations from the same writer, it is not
necessarily a requirement to sing all forty-two songs. Instead, a common and arguably more
effective practice of singing “Do you sing, Mr. Twain?” is to select one’s favorites among the
forty-two options. In this way, a concert programmer has full rein of which selections to choose
based on concert duration demands. Therefore, my analysis of “Do you sing, Mr. Twain?” will
feature specific selections while still aiming to reflect the nature of the complete set.
The songs featured in this set, though penned by the same author, widely vary. The early
songs in the set reflect Twain’s political views, as the first three poke fun at congress, the third of
which reflects Twain’s view that “Fleas can be taught nearly anything that a congressman can.”
Myers reflects this sentiment in his music with levity, as the piano begins with short grace-noted
staccato eighth notes, all within the rooted G major. The short grace notes could serve both the
function of giving the piece an air of lightheartedness and be text painting of the “fleas” jumping.
Myers also playfully names this selection “On Animal Training.” See figure 4.2 for a musical
example.
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Figure 4.2 Opening grace notes of “On Animal Training,” mm. 1-6
Myers next selects healthcare as a theme of several selections. “On Health” shares the
Twain joke, “Be careful about reading health books. You may die of a misprint.” Myers sets this
music again in G major but adds a short twist in the end by tonicizing G minor in the vocal line
singing about dying. The clever inclusion of the parallel modality feigns genuine fear and
gravitas. Yet as the punchline is delivered on the very last word, “misprint,” the fear is quickly
replaced with the levity that pervaded this piece. Musically, Myers creates motion in the music
through a consistent downward scalar motion on the pianist’s bass line, which does not arrive at
the tonic of G major until the last word. See figure 4.3 for a musical example.
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Figure 4.3 Final line of “On Health” tonicizes G Minor, mm. 5-7.
He continues in this health theme shortly after in “On Disease,” choosing the remark by
Twain from a speech reflected in the New York Times in 1901: “What remarkable names those
diseases have! It makes me envious of the man that has them all.”5 Myers composes this
statement in a way that helps bring out the satire. Repeated ostinatos in the key of E minor and
instantly shift the dramatic tone of the piece to something more serious than the previous songs.
There is a mock seriousness about the piece that helps reflect that same mock seriousness that
was intended by Mark Twain’s statement. See figure 4.4 for a musical example.

Figure 4.4 Opening ostinato from “On Disease,” mm. 1-2
As the song set continues, the material becomes far more varied. The themes of the
material become more randomized and are selections from the variety of memorable quotes by
Mark Twain. “Human Nature” is a prime example of this as it simply states, “there is a great deal
of human nature in people.” Myers sets this text simply by writing a pentatonic mirrored

5

Mark Twain, “Mark Twain’s Speeches,” accessed March 1, 2021,
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/3188/3188-h/3188-h.htm#link2H_4_0065.
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arpeggio in the piano followed by a separate pentatonic scale in the singer. The mirror is then
reversed and ends on a first inversion major tonic. The mirrored nature of the piece, along with
the inversion at the end, means it should move quickly through with a possible attacca into the
next song. This song is a prime example of a concise yet surprisingly poignant piece.
The next selected song is “On Speaking German.” This song directly reflects Mark
Twain’s famous humorous essay titled The Awful German Language.6 Twain would give
lectures regarding this essay, often citing his frustrations as an English-speaking non-native
German speaker:
Surely there is not another language that is so slipshod and systemless and so slippery
and elusive to the grasp. One is washed about in it, hither and thither, in the most helpless
way; and when at last he thinks he has captured a rule which offers firm ground to take a
rest on amid the general rage and turmoil of the ten parts of speech, he turns over the
page and reads, “Let the pupil make careful note of the following exceptions.” He runs
his eye down and finds that there are more exceptions to the rule than instances of it.7
Myers carefully selects a quotation from that essay that encompasses this seeming
relationship that Twain had with German. “I can understand German as well as the maniac that
invented it, but I talk it best through an interpreter.”8 Since the sentiment by Twain seems lighthearted and pokes at the German language, Myers keeps the tone of the piece equally so. The
entirety of piece is in the key of F major, in a 3|4 meter with a strong downbeat on the first beat
of every measure in a colloquial oom-pah-pah style. This is a seeming allusion to German polka
and waltz traditions. This piece has an added potential humorous impact for any non-native

6

Mark Twain, “The Awful German Language,” in A Tramp Abroad, (New York: Harper and Brothers
Publishers, 1879), 290-307.
7

Ibid.

8

Ibid.
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German speaker who has attempted to sing or speak in the German language and carefully
navigate the myriad of rules surrounding the language. See figure 4.5 for a musical example.

Figure 4.5 Oom-pah-pah style from “On Speaking German,” mm. 3-4
“On Indisputable Confirmation” is a piece that reflects the important role of the title in
humorous songs. In short pithy songs the title often serves an important role in telling the joke.
The text is, “In a museum in Havana there are two skulls of Christopher Columbus; one when he
was a boy and one when he was a man.” The title, “On Indisputable Confirmation,” pokes at
professional historians and curators who prove to the point of “indisputable confirmation” an
obvious impossibility. Myers sets the text to a repeated rhythmic motive common in Latin music,
reflecting the skulls being in Havana. The vocal line rhythmically partners with the
accompaniment, interjecting the text in broken parts. To present the piece effectively, a singer
may be required to find areas within the piece that are meant to be more recitative alongside the
stricter rhythm of the beginning of the piece. See figure 4.6 for a musical example.

Figure 4.6 Prevailing rhythmic motive of “On Indisputable Confirmation,” mm. 1-3
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The material of the song set becomes more randomized as Myers seemingly picks his
favorite humorous quotations of Twain and sets them to music. “On the Sad Story of His Twin
Brother, Bill” is an example of this. This piece is different from many of the others within the
set, as it is slightly longer, and the text is a short narrative format versus the one-liner joke style
of many of the other pieces. This piece is also reflective of the darker humor of Mark Twain,
further contrasting with the other pieces in the song set:
When me and my twin brother were born, the two looked so much alike that no one, not
even our mother, could tell us apart. One day while the nurse was bathing us twin babies,
one of us slipped into the depths of the tub and was drowned. No one could tell which
twin was dead and which wasn’t. Therein was the tragedy. Most people thought I was the
one that lived. But I wasn’t. I was the one that drowned.9
This text came from a recording of an interview wherein Samuel Clemens stated that he
was his twin brother Bill, not Mark Twain. Myers selected this text and musically set it
melodramatically. He uses chords that create tension and release within a 6|8 meter. The melody
is also comparatively more non-diatonic. This may be to elicit the mock-dramatic air. The ending
punchline of the song is punctuated by a separation in the vocal line, “I was the one that […]
drowned.” A chord is played before “drowned,” allowing the singer to gasp simultaneously to
heighten the melodrama of the joke. See figure 4.7 for a musical example.

9

Text taken from Gordon Myers, Do You Sing, Mr. Twain? (Webster: Leyerle Publications, 1999).
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Figure 4.7 Final measures of “On the Sad Story of his Twin Brother, Bill,” mm. 36-39
The next song, “‘Do You Sing, Mr. Twain?’’ is both the title of the song set and one of
the cleverer compositions of Myers. The piece is a text attributed to Mark Twain from a dinner
party where somebody asked, “Do you sing, Mr. Twain?” He replies, “Those who have heard me
say I don’t.” In many of the other pieces, the humor is in the text itself, but in “Do you sing, Mr.
Twain?” Myers creates humor through his compositional choices. The first half of the piece
creates the atmosphere of a guest at a dinner party asking if Mr. Twain sings. This area of the
piece is tonal and diatonic. In the second half, Twain’s response of “those who have heard me
say I don’t,” the piano continues to play a tonal and diatonic accompaniment while the singer
sings a chromatic line that harshly opposes the piano line. This includes singing an A-flat in the
key of D major, while the piano plays an A, and ending on the word “don’t” on an F natural,
while the piano ends the piece with a tonic D major triad, harshly opposing the third of the triad
with a countering parallel modality. When performed, the cacophony that ensues reflects a singer
who is tone-deaf while singing exactly what Myers notated in the composition. See figure 4.8 for
a musical example.
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Figure 4.8 Final section of “Do you sing, Mr. Twain?” mm. 4-6
The last selected piece is “On Wagner.” This piece reveals Gordon Myers’s knowledge
and experience in the field of music versus solely Mark Twain’s incomparable wit. The text is
simply “Wagner’s music is better than it sounds,” poking at the many works of scholarship and
adoration that Wagner seemingly receives. Twain and Myers display the dichotomy of people
who fiercely love and defend Wagner’s music versus those who dislike it. Myers sets this music
with homages to Wagner, composing a triumphant sound, while also never providing a cadence.
The piano ends the piece seemingly in mid-phrase, leaving the audience thinking that there is
more to the piece. This is another example of how a short pithy song, with a duration of just a
few seconds, can be very effective as the joke often is realized a few seconds after the listener
comprehends it. See figure 4.9 for a musical example.

Figure 4.9 Final measures of “On Wagner,” with unclear cadence, mm. 5-7
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The other songs in “Do you sing, Mr. Twain?” are similar in length, and all feature
famous Mark Twain quotations. Many other short pithy songs outside of this song set by Gordon
Myers are equally as humorous, poignant, and clever. There is also pedagogical merit his songs,
as many are lighthearted and appropriate for youthful presentation. Though not a widely known
composer, Gordon Myers’s songs are a great choice for many performers and should be critically
considered.
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Conclusion
Humor is a universal human emotion, with proven positive effects on relational building,
effective communication, perception of human connection, trust-building, reduction of status
differentials, the building of credibility, increased persuasiveness, increased likeability of the
humorist, the triggering of new connections, and the increase of overall happiness. Further,
humor has been advocated by multiple clinical psychology sources. Studies have found that in a
therapy session it can create “a more relaxed atmosphere and help break down barriers,” “convey
the message that the therapist is humane,” “build trust and empathy [when] used appropriately,”
“convey messages succinctly and effectively,” it “encourages communication on sensitive
matters,” “can help overcome a stiff and formal communication style,” and “can facilitate the
action out of feelings or impulses in a safe, non-threatening way.”1 All of these proven benefits
of humor can be effective in a voice recital.
Classical vocal artists often must combat a preconception of their music and art form as
boring; the inclusion of humorous art songs in recitals thereby has the potential to reach
audiences in potent ways while still maintaining artistic integrity. The selections explored
express a level of high art and advanced musicality in their composition while still being
humorous in overall pathos. These pieces are potentially as effective and pertinent as other more
serious art songs and quite possibly could have a conjunctive impact when presented alongside
them. At the very least, these songs should be given critical consideration and included more
deliberately as art music. As culture and audiences change, the inclusion of this repertory may be
invaluable to the continued education and presentation of vocal art music.

1

Swaminath, “‘Joke’s A Part’.”
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